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The gold standard of honorary leadership: a charismatic hero riding a white horse, fighting offenses, leading large-scale ethical missions. Martin Luther King Jr., for example. But should this standard be applied in corporations? In most firms, the opposite style of leadership is much more powerful. Not heroic types, but
quiet leaders achieve extraordinary results. They work discreetly, deep in their organizations - patiently collecting and fighting in their battles. Silent leaders don't make headlines. But thanks to their modest, measured efforts, far from attention, they make their organizations much better. And they don't make any
casualties. Here's how to cultivate this powerful leadership style and use it to solve your firm's most complex moral dilemmas. The idea in practice is Silent Leaders follow four rules for solving ethical problems and making decisions: Put things up to tomorrow. When the ethical dilemma escalates, it can mean the
difference between success and failure. Example: Under intense financial pressure, the new president of the regional bank, Kyle Williams, inherited four chronic unsatisfactory results that his superiors wanted to sack immediately. Fearing legal repercussions, it stalled for a while. He sought advice from a lawyer and
raised strategic issues with weeks to resolve all the issues. Win? Three of the problem employees left for irrefutable reasons; one became the first on the officer's loan rate. Choose your battles. Silent leaders defend their political capital - their reputation for fulfilling their tasks and their networks of people who value and
reward their efforts. Before taking a position, they calculate the risks and return to this capital. Example: PR manager Michelle Petrini got into a head when a partner at her law firm expelled her from the meeting because of her gender. But instead of getting into trouble, she used pointed humor. I was never told I couldn't
play ball because I didn't have the right equipment! She joked with a colleague. He told the senior partner what had happened, apologizing to the firm. Petrini raised awareness of the problem and defended her political capital. Bend the rules. Following the rules slavingly can be a moral cop-out. Let's face it: We all told
white lies to protect a friend's feelings. Silent leaders find effective ways to maneuver within the rules. Example: Shurin consultant Jonathan Balint worked for Jonathan's client company and discussed whether to stay there. Jonathan knew the client was planning a major layoff. Instead of betraying the client's privacy by
warning his snooker, he offered clues (No one is necessary). The son-in-law caught on and Jonathan defended his reputation and career. Find a compromise. Reluctance to compromise principled, but it is unrealistic in most situations. Silent leaders work out responsible, working compromises. Example: Trade
representative Roger Darko could not sell the server to a long-time customer; his company reserved them for premier customers. Instead of disappointing his client or forged documents to sell the server, Roger arranged for his client to serve as a test site, and get the computer earlier. He pleased his client and his
company. Everyone loves the stories of great leaders, especially great moral leaders. Think of Martin Luther King, Mother Teresa and Gandhi. We extol these people as role models and celebrate their achievements. We proclaim them the gold standard of ethical behavior. Or are they? I don't ask about it because I
question the meaning of ethical behavior, far from it. I ask because during my career as a business ethics specialist, I have noticed that the most effective moral leaders in the corporate world often break the link between morality and social heroism. These men and women are not high-profile rights champions over the
wrong and don't want to be. They do not lead large-scale ethical crusades. They move patiently, carefully and gradually. They are right or prevent moral violations in the workplace discreetly and usually without victims. I have come to call these people quiet leaders because their modesty and restraint are largely
responsible for their outstanding achievements. And since many big problems can only be solved with a long series of small efforts, quiet leadership, despite its seemingly slow pace, often proves to be the fastest way to make a corporation, and world-better. In this article I explore the results of my four-year effort to
understand how quiet leaders see themselves, think about ethical issues, and make effective decisions. While all the names have been changed, the anecdotes below are based on more than 150 case studies that I have collected from several sources, including direct observation, involvement in situations as a
consultant, and the documents and accounts of many of my senior MBA students who came from corporate positions with serious management responsibilities. Stories have convinced me that while some ethical issues require direct, public action, quiet leadership is the best way to do the right thing in many cases. This
is because quiet leadership is practical, effective and sustainable. Silent leaders prefer to choose their battles and fight them carefully rather than descend into the glare of glory for one, dramatic effort. Two ethical approaches to understand why quiet moral leadership works so well, think that be the result of a public
display of heroism. Rebecca Weide was a manager at a small regional bank. Convinced that a number of credit strategies are exploitative, she meeting with her boss and quickly got into making a Hollywood speech about the rights of the poor. I can almost swear that while I was talking, there was inspirational music in
the background,' she says. I must have sounded like Sally Field in Norma Rey. I wanted to protect the oppressed. It didn't work. Waide's emotional and lack of meticulous preparation undermined her credibility. The company considered its policy healthy, especially for riskier customers, and its boss did not appreciate the
lecture. Unsurprisingly, the company's credit policy remained unchanged. Now consider Barry Nelan, the other banker whose case I studied. He relied on files one day when he discovered that the company had been charged too little interest on bank loans for more than five years. He wondered whether the bank's
managers, some of whom were good friends with the borrower's managers, knew about the problem, but it was convenient to overlook it. He fears that his boss, who sanctioned the loan, could become a scapegoat if the problem is brought to the attention of others. At first, Ellan saw only two options. He can report the
error through official channels and let the chips fall where they can, or he can leave things alone. But then he came up with an alternative: he took the matter directly to his boss. His boss's first instinct was to re-bury the problem, but Nelan said that if they couldn't find an answer, he would be forced to report the error to
bank executives. They sat down with a client and restructured the loan, and then reported the problem and solution to the managers. Nevan was careful, patient and politically peretin throughout the process. He managed to benefit himself and the organization by protecting the work of his colleague. He was the
quintessential quiet leader. The quiet moral leaders in my study tend to work in the middle of organizations where they seek modest but effective solutions to the problems they face. They don't strive for perfection. In fact, their thinking has two characteristics that would almost certainly disqualify them for holiness: their
motives are clearly mixed, and their worldview is unabashedly realistic. Let's take a closer look at each of these traits. Mixed motives According to the heroic model of moral leadership, true leaders make great sacrifices for the benefit of others. In truth, however, very few people would sacrifice their lives for the cause
(which is why we honor the handful of people who make and why we call them saints and heroes). Most people, in most cases, act from mixed and complex motives. They want to help others, but they also care about themselves. They have lives, interests and obligations that they don't want to risk. Because they have to
put food on the table, crusades and martyrdom are not options. John Ayer, an experienced sales representative at a large pharmaceutical company that sold doctors a very popular drug to treat depression. Although federal laws banned it, the company began discreetly promoting the drug to doctors whose patients
wanted to lose weight or quit smoking. Iyer didn't want to limit his salary or promotion prospects, but he didn't want to break the law or encourage patients suffering side effects from unapproved use. So he tried to go a fine line: he talked about unapproved use of the drug only if doctors asked him. But as more and more
of his sales came from those uses, he became increasingly hasted and decided to stop answering questions about unapproved uses. He also visited doctors who prescribe the drug for problems other than depression and discussed the risks and side effects with them. Then he went even further: he told his manager and
several other sales representatives what he was doing and why, in particular, to protect himself from future responsibility. By any measure of moral purity, Iyer is not well measured. His motives for doing the right thing are unmistakably self-serving. As he put it: My decision was made just as fear as anything else. I was
afraid to know that the patient had died because one of my clients had prescribed the drug in a high dose. I also suspected that my company would not stand behind me if something terrible happened. Although Ayer's motives were hardly unsalthused, they nevertheless gave him the strength to continue. Indeed, when
there is a difficult moral problem, the degree of motivation of a person can be more important than the purity of motives. This is because real leaders draw strength from a multitude of motifs- high and low, conscious and unconscious, altruistic and self-serving. The challenge is not to suppress vested interests or low
motives, but to use, direct and direct them. If Ayer had been motivated by empathy alone, I believe he would have been much less likely to act. Of course, mixed motives can leave people in Ayer's position feeling bewildered and frustrated, but it's not all bad. Confusion in difficult situations can encourage people to stop,
look around, think and learn before they take a dip in the action. Soldiers who clear minefields move slowly and methodically, but their deliberate pace takes nothing away from their prowess and greatly increases their effectiveness. Indeed, my research shows that when quiet leaders succeed, it is usually because of
their complex and ambivalent motives, despite them. Clinging to reality. Ayer's quiet approach to leadership raises important questions. Should he do more? Had he taken this matter to the highest Should he blow the whistle and alert federal regulators? I believe the answer is no. Too often, whistleblowers are career
suicides. Suicide. Your career can be a good thing if you end up changing your company, or the world for the better. But dramatic actions rarely lead to such impressive results. Silent leaders pay close attention to the limits of their power. They do not overestimate how much influence they have on other people or how
well they can control events in an uncertain world. Every quiet leader understands that in most cases he or she is only one part on the chessboard. Such realism is often confused with cynicism. But realists are not cynics; they just see things in Technicolor, while the cynics see black and white. The vast vision of reality by
quiet leaders in all its colors helps them avoid acts of heroic self-immolation. Consider Ben Waterhouse, Head of Marketing at a midsize company. His boss asked him to drop the high performance advertising firm and replace him with a six-month agency. Waterhouse was amazed, especially when he discovered that the
owner of the new agency was a good friend of his boss. Waterhouse's immediate instinct was to throw out a strong note or call a meeting with his boss's boss. But after he calmed down, Waterhouse admitted he had no influence to override his boss on the issue. So he developed a pragmatic plan. It gave the new
advertising agency some very complex jobs that they handled poorly. He documented the failures of his boss, who decided to stay with the veteran agency. In terms of heroism, Waterhouse's story is more like a cop than a profile of courage. He did not take a principled stand; in fact, he was doing tricks. But
Waterhouse's realism was not a moral obstacle, far from it. This gave him a sense of proportion and a degree of modesty and caution that helped him navigate the dangerous landscape wisely. At the same time, he managed to maintain one of the company's most valuable relationships. He also kept his company from
unnecessary expenses. It made much more sense - realistic and ethical - than being fiery in one heroic but useless act. The moral compass points these people in the right direction, but the guidelines for quiet guidance help them get to their destination in one piece. My research shows that quiet moral leaders follow the
four basic rules in ethical tasks and decision-making. While rules are not always used together, they are an indispensable toolkit that can help quiet leaders solve the dilemmas they face. Some tactics may seem too clever or even ethically questionable. Of course, few would like to work in workplaces where such steps
are business as usual. However, these guidelines often find themselves critical when leaders real responsibilities to meet. Rules serve a different purpose. By offering insights into how unknown organization soldiers achieve their moral victories, the guidelines can help top managers promote quiet leadership among
middle managers. Tactics they can use include examples of quiet leadership in meetings; go out of the way to praise and reward people who take quiet, sustainable, effective approaches to problems; and the appointment of top managers who themselves are quiet leaders. Such actions send powerful messages about
the right way to solve complex, dirty problems. Put it all down for tomorrow. When ethical dilemmas heat up, quiet leaders often look for ways to buy time. Careful execution of this tactic can mean the difference between success and failure. Over time, turbulent waters calm down. It also allows managers to analyze subtle
ways in which people and events interact, allowing them to look for patterns and monitor opportunities resulting from the flow of events. More importantly, sound moral instincts have a chance to get out. Of course, there are situations, for example, when a defective product is about to be sent or a misleading financial
report is about to be released that call for immediate action. But the drama of do-or-die situations can lead us to exaggerate the frequency with which they arise. The vast majority of practical ethical problems facing most managers are mundane and subtle, calling for the unglamorous virtues of patience and power. To see
how quiet leaders create buffer zones that allow them to use their unglamorous virtues, let's look at a quiet leader who has managed to think clearly and move at a deliberate pace, even though top management breathed it in his neck. Kyle Williams recently became president of a branch of a small regional bank in Maine.
He was excited about the work that gave him visibility and profit and loss of responsibility. The only downside to promotion was the strong financial pressure on the bank and its senior executives. Williams was told that if the share price did not rise quickly, the bank would likely be bought and liquidated by a larger bank.
Among the 55 employees Williams inherited were four chronic underperformers, including a 56-year-old teller who was notoriously rude to clients and raised the issue of age discrimination when her performance was questioned. The other of the four was a widow who had been in the bank for 30 years. She is recovering
from surgery to remove the cancer, but does not want to go on a disability. Finally, there were two leading lending staff: one lacked initiative and imagination; he did everything by the book. there was more room, but even the promise of a performance bonus didn't fire her. Williams sought to cut costs, but he wanted to
avoid the short-sighted myopic measures and be fair to longtime employees. He thought that dismissing four unsatisfactory results, as was tacit, but clearly expected of him, could drag the company into legal trouble. He needs time to convince his boss to take a different approach, such as handing over unsatisfactory
results or encouraging them to retire early. If there was less stress on the bank, Williams would openly advocate slow motion. But given the pressure, a request for more time could prompt the bank's management to replace it with someone who is willing to clean the house faster. So he took steps to divert attention while
he postponed action. Call it a game playing if you like, but Williams games are hardly trivial entertainment. They were a tactic that allowed him to find a good enough solution to the bank's problems. There are two types of time purchases: quick decisions and strategic disruption. Every day dodges such as: I have
someone on the other line, can I come back to you on this? You can buy a few hours or a couple of days; such gambits helped countless managers whose backs were against the wall. But it took Williams weeks to rectify the situation he inherited. His position called for a strategic breakdown. The fundamental line of
attack in a strategic breakdown is to point all I and cross everything etc. As a first step, Williams threw his boss a bone, slashing a few unnecessary costs (poorly managed operations often have a lot of them). He then sought legal advice on human resources: after all, one of the staff members had already raised the
issue of age discrimination. He also got the human resources involved, a move that got him weeks. Then he began to raise strategic questions: do we have contingency plans in place? Are there any other options that we need to evaluate? The strategic breakdown gave Williams time to solve all the problems he faced.
He never caught teller rude, but fired her for leaving large amounts of cash unattended. The widow went on a permanent disability. After vigorous negotiations, quotas and incentives failed to motivate the two loan officers, Williams threatened to fire them. One way out; another, galvanized into action, became the first rate
of the officer's loan. Choose your battles. Political capital is the hard currency of organizational life. You earn it by establishing a reputation for getting things done and by having a network of people who can appreciate and reward your efforts. Political capital is difficult to accumulate and is devilishly easy to dissipate. This
is why quiet leaders put it astutely and use it with caution. Before taking a stand or solving complex problems, quiet leaders calculate how much political they are jeopardizing and what they can expect in return. In other words, they choose their battles wisely. Before occupying the stands or solving complex problems,
quiet leaders calculate how much capital they jeopardize and what they can expect in return. As an example of how not to waste political capital, consider Michele Petrini, public relations manager at a major law firm in Washington, D.C. At one point, Petrini was surprised when she was denied entry to a meeting with
several law partners. The purpose of the meeting was to solve a very delicate problem in the firm, and for several weeks Petrini worked with one of the partners on a solution. Now her partner was telling her that a non-partisan woman would wiggle the brew. Petrini was shocked and furious. Her first impulse was to
threaten discrimination claims. But Petrini, too, was shrewd. She understood that most of the time, attacking a white horse and leading a charge of little good. If she were to join the meeting, no one would be openly sympathetic, and a few partners would be openly hostile. She also liked her work. She received a quick
promotion and was always respected in the firm. She didn't want to be called a troublemaker. So Petrini decided not to spend her hard-earned political capital. Instead, she chose pointed humor. You know, she told the partner she worked with, I was never told I couldn't play ball because I didn't have the right equipment!
The senior partner tracked down Petryni and apologized for the firm. He acknowledged that the firm has sexists, but said they are an ageing minority. He asked Petryni for her patience and support. How well did Petryni cope with this situation? Her tactics did not match the standard model of heroic leadership. She didn't
tell her first partner that he was doing something disgusting, offensive and possibly illegal. She didn't go to the meeting even though she belonged there. Many people claim that she surrendered her interests. But Petrini made a reasonable investment. Her low-key approach allowed her to make her case to a partner she
worked with and a senior partner without offending either. Of course, her efforts did not change the culture of the firm, but she was able to get management to admit that there was a problem. Most importantly, Petrini has added incalculable wealth to her political capital when she really wants to fight. Bend the rules, don't
break them. Most of us don't associate rule-bending with moral guidance. But following the rules can be a moral cop-out. If a friend asks if you like her new shoes and you think they look funny, you don't tell the truth. And when the Gestapo demanded to know who was hiding the Jews, some people lied. Between trivial
and tragic many everyday situations in which responsible people work hard to find maneuvering within borders By the rules. Instead of acting like moral accountants, they bend the rules and own up to their deeper responsibilities. Instead of acting like moral accountants, quiet leaders bend the rules and own their deeper
responsibilities. Consider Jonathan Balint, a consultant who worked on a major project for a production company. Balint's son-in-law accidentally worked for a client and tried to decide whether to accept an offer from another company or stay in his current job. Balint learned that the client was three weeks away from
announcing a major layoff; Balint's son-in-law is likely to lose his job. Should Balint lead him to the danger of staying in the company? Balint did not want to betray the confidentiality of his client or his firm; he knew it would be wrong and it could hurt his career. So he spent a few days searching for a room for manoeuvre.
He is serious about the rules, but doesn't treat them like paint on exercise numbers. Eventually he decided that he could send signals to his es, without revealing everything he knew. For example, he reminded him that no one is irreplaceable, that someone can be fired; Balint also said he had heard rumours of impending
layoffs of local producers. His snooker took a hint. Balint's choice perfectly illustrates how quiet leaders work. They know that breaking the rules is wrong and in some cases illegal. They also want to protect their reputation, networks and career prospects. So they don't break the rules. But when situations are complicated,
they tend to look for ways to bend the rules creatively. Silent leaders do not see such tactics as an ideal way to solve problems, but sometimes situations do not give them a choice. Balint, for example, had competing obligations to his client and his family. In difficult ethical situations such as these, bending the rules is
never easy and certainly not fun. Indeed, bending the rules, not breaking them, is hard work. It requires imagination, discipline and restraint, as well as flexibility and entrepreneurship. Find a compromise. Compromise has a bad reputation in some quarters. For some people, compromise is what politicians and lobbyists
do in the backrooms. Many of us believe that good people, moral people, refuse to compromise. They tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and they are always fair. Silent leaders understand this view of moral principles, but they do not consider it particularly useful in most situations. They reject the
idea that moral principles can be treated like salami and sacrifice slice by slice, but try not to treat situations as black-and-white tests of ethical principles. For this reason, developing responsible, working-class compromises is not just what they do from time to time Leaders. It determines who they are. Take The Take
Darko, for example. Darko was a hard-working, successful sales representative who learned that he would not be able to sell the long-time client the new server he needed. Servers were in limited supply, and his company saved them for prime customers. Roger raised the issue with his boss and got a lot of sympathy,
but no help. Instead, his boss reminded him of the importance of accepting a quota. At first glance, Darko had only two options. He may refuse to provide his client with a server, or he may violate the company's policy and sell the server by forging documents, as some representatives have done. But somewhere between
extremes there is often a compromise solution. Darko found it after discovering that if his client was willing to be a test site, he could get the server early. The client agreed and got the necessary car. Darko may not look like a much moral hero, but he does take on a complex ethical issue and get it right. He did not start
the revolution - the situation is not called to the revolution. However, finding an effective compromise, Darko found a middle ground that was good enough - responsible enough and effective enough to satisfy his client, his company and himself. The silence between the waves of a quiet approach to leadership is easy to
misunderstand and mock. It doesn't inspire or care. It focuses on small things, careful steps, controlled and measured efforts. It doesn't provide storylines for uplifting TV shows. Unlike heroic leadership, quiet leadership does not show us the heights that the human spirit can reach. What, then, are the imperfect,
unglamorous, everyday efforts of quiet leaders? Almost all of them. The vast majority of difficult human problems are solved not by the dramatic efforts of people at the highest level, but by the consistent desire of people working far from the spotlight. It was the look of Albert Schweitzer, the hero, if ever there was one.
After he won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1952 for his work with the poor in Central Africa, Schweitzer used the money to build a facility to treat leprosy. It has changed many lives and inspired countless others. However, he was unromantic about the role of great moral heroes in shaping the world: Of all the will to ideal in
humanity, only a small part can manifest itself in public action, he wrote. The rest of this power must be content with small and obscure matters. The sum of these, however, is a thousand times stronger than the actions of those who receive widespread public recognition. The latter, compared to the first, are similar to
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